Introduction
Message-passing concurrent computers, also known as multicomputers, such as the Caltech Cosmic Cube [1] and its commercial descendents, consist of many computing nodes that interact with each other by sending and receiving messages over communication channels between the nodes [2] . The communication networks of the second-generation machines, such as the Symult Series 2010 and the Intel iPSC2, employ an oblivious wormhole routing technique [3, 4] that guarantees deadlock freedom. The network performance of this highly evolved oblivious technique has reached a limit of being capable of delivering, under random traffic, a stable maximum sustained throughput of ~ 45 to 50% of the limit set by the network bisection bandwidth. Further improvements on these networks will require an adaptive utilization of available network bandwidth to diffuse local congestions.
In an adaptive multipath routing scheme, message routes are no longer deterministic, but are continuously perturbed by local message loading. It is expected that such an adaptive control can increase the throughput capability towards the bisection bandwidth limit, while maintaining a reasonable network latency. While the potential gain in throughput is at most only a factor of 2 under random traffic, the adaptive approach offers additional advantages, such as the ability to diffuse local congestions in unbalanced traffic, and the potential to exploit inherent path redundancy in richly connected networks to perform fault-tolerant routing. The rest of this paper consists of an examination of the various feasibility issues and results concerning the adaptive up-*The research described in thi, paper was sponsored in part by the Defense Advanced Research Prcjects Agency, DARPA Order number 6202, and monitor~ by the Office of Naval Research under contract number N00014-87-K-0745; and in part by grants from Intel Scientific Computers and Ametek Computer Research Division.
The Adaptive Cut-Through Model It is clear that in order for the adaptive multipath scheme to compete favorably with the existing oblivious wormhole technique, it must employ a switching technique akin to virtual cut-through [6] . In cut-through switching and its blocking variant, which is used in oblivious wormhole routing, a packet is forwarded immediately upon receipt of enough header information to make a routing decision. The result is a dramatic reduction in the network latency over the conventional storeand-forward switching technique under light to moderate traffic. We now describe a simple cut-through switching model that provides the context for the discussion of issues involved in performing adaptive routing in multicomputer networks. The following definitions develop the notation that will be used throughout the rest of the paper. Definition 4 Given a pair of nodes, rti and ny, the set, Qij, of routes joining r~ to nj is the fixed and predetermined set of directed acyclic paths from the source node, n~, to the destination node, ny.
Definition 5 For each destination node, nj, the profitable channel set, ]~i C Ci, is the subset of channels connected to ~, where ck E R.~y =~ ck E qm E Q~i"
In other words, forwarding a packet along the routes in Q~j is equivalent to sending it out through a profitable channel in R~.. Definition 6 For each node, r~ E N, the Routing Relation ~ = {(nj, ck) : n i e N-{~}, ck e R.~y} defines for each possible destination node, n i e N, its corresponding profitable channel set, R~'. Definition 7 The actual path a packet traverses while in transit in the communication network is referred to as the trajectory of the packet. Packet trajectories are identical to the packet routes in oblivious routing schemes but are non-deterministic in our adaptive formulation.
We assume the following:
• Long messages are broken into packets that are the logical data entities transferred across the network.
• Packets are of fixed length; ie, packet length = L, where L is a network-wide constant.
• Complete routing information is included in the header flit of each packet.
• Packets are forwarded in virtual cut-through style.
• A message packet arriving at its destination node is consumed. This is commonly known as the consumptior~ assumptioa.
* A node can generate messages destined to any other node in the network.
• Nodes can produce packets at any rate subject to the constraint of available buyer space in the network, and packets are source queued.
• Each node in the network has complete knowledge of its own routing relation.
Figure 1 presents our view of the structure of a node in a multicomputer network. Conceptually, a node can be partitioned into a computation subsystem, a communication subsystem, and a message interface. For our purpose, the computation subsystem serves as the producer and consumer of the messages routed by the communication subsystem of the node. The message interface consists of dedicated hardware that handles the overhead in sending, receiving, and reassembling message packets. Internally, the communication subsystem consists of an adaptive control and a small number of message-packet buffers. Routing decisions are made by the adaptive control, based entirely on locally available information. The bidirectional channel assumption is adopted to allow the network to exploit locality in general message-communication patterns. Furthermore, it assures an identical number of input and output communication channels in each node, irrespective of the underlying network topology. The fRxed-packet-length assumption is not essential and can be replaced by a boundeR.packet-length assumption, ie, packet length < L, without invalidating any of our major results. It is adopted solely to simplify the exposition.
Communication Deadlock Freedom
In any adaptive routing scheme that allows arbitrary multipath routing, it is necessary to assure freedom from communication deadlock. Communication deadlock is caused generically by the existence of cyclic dependencies among communication resources along the message routes. Methods to prevent communication deadlock have been intensively researched and many schemes exist; of these, the methods of structured buffer pools [7] and virtual channels [8] are representative. In essence, all of these methods approach the problem by re-mapping any dependency that is potentially cyclic into a corresponding acyc[ic dependency structure. These methods employ restructuring techniques that require information of a global, albeit static, character. In contrast, a very simple technique that is independent of network size and topology, using voluntary misrouting, was suggested in [9] for networks that employ data exchange operations. Such a preemption technique utilizes only local information, and is dynamic in character. It prevents deadlock by breaking the potentially cyclic communication dependencies into disjoint paths of unit length. Voluntary misrouting can be applied to assure deadlock freedom in cut-through switching networks, provicled the input and output data rates across the channels at each node are tightly matched. A simple way is to have all bidirectional channels of the same node operate coherently under the protocol described next.
The Coherent Protocol. We now describe the channel data-exchange protocol in detail. It is used to match the transfer rates across all channels of the same node. The protocol employs four control signals per channel, two from each of the communicating partners, and is completely symmetric between the partners. The signaling events for a channel, c E C, are:
• Ro m o_utput event to the communicating partner indicating that this node is Ready to accept another input flit from its partner. It also serves as an acknowledgment to its partner of the successful completion of the previous transfer cycle.
• R~ --input event from the communicating partner indicating that the partner is Ready to accept another output flit from this node. It is also an acknowledgment from the partner of the successful completion of the previous transfer cycle.
• Vo ~ output event to the communicating partner indicating that the data flit values currently held at the output channel of this node are _Valid and its partner should latch in the held values.
• V~ e --input event from the communicating partner indicating that the data flit values currently asserted at the input channel of this node are _Valid and the node should latch in the held values.
We proceed to define our handshaking protocol across channels of a node, nk E N, in a CSP-like notation [10] : Figure 2 shows a possible conceptual realization of the protocol under the two-phase signaling convention [11] popular for off-chip communication.
Since all the handshaking events defined are local between nearest neighbors, a network following the coherent protocol is arbitrarily eztensible.
Observe that under cut-through switching, a packet can span many different channels. An outgoing channel occupied by a packet may not be able to assert Vo until after valid data has been asserted by the corresponding incoming channel occupied by the packet; this induces matching of data rates across the two occupied channels. The notion of coherency introduced here is a natural way to accommodate such potential dependencies among the various channels of a node under cut-through switching. Another notion that arises naturally is that of a null flit. To effect a transfer of data in one direction of a channel while the opposite direction is idle, the receiving partner is required to transmit a null flit in order to satisfy the convention dictated by the exchange protocol Deadlock Freedom. We now demonstrate that to assure communication deadlock freedom for networks operating under the coherent protocol, it is sufficient to employ voluntary misrouting to prevent potential buffer overflow. To proceed, observe that routing under the cut-through switching model imposes the following integrity constraints:
1. Packets must always be forwarded to neighbors with their header flits transmitted first. In particular, voluntary misrouting of any internally buffered packet must start from the header flit of the selected packet.
2. Once the flit stream of a packet has been assigned a particular outgoing channel, the assignment must be maintained for the remaining cycles until the entire packet has been transmitted.
These constraints exist because all of the necessary routing information of a packet is encapsulated in the packet header. Interrupting a packet flit stream mid-transfer would render the latter part of the packet undeliverable. To establish deadlock freedom, it is sufficient to show that each node can independently complete each transfer cycle and initiate a new one, in a bounded period, without violating the stated constraints. We now show that as long as we have an equal number of input and output channels per node, a condition satisfied readily by our bidirectional channel assumption, we can always sat~fy the stated logical requirements, thereby assuring freedom from communication deadlock.
Theorem 1 Let M denote a coherent multicomputer network where each node has an equal number of input and output channels. If M employs voluntary misrouting to prevent potential buffer overflow, then it is free from deadlock.
Proof. We need to show that buffer overflow can always be prevented by misrouting without violating the cut-through switching integrity constraints. We proceed with a counting argument: Let d denote the number of channels at a node. During a protocol cycle, there may be as many as n* _< d new data flits arriving at the input channels. A fraction of these, 0 .~ n I < n*, are new header flits; the remaining n*-n' are non-header flits of arriving packets. Of these non-header flits, a fraction of them, 0 _< n" _< n*-n ~, belong to packets that have already been assigned output channels, and the remaining n °-n ~-n" flits belong to waiting packets that are buffered inside the node. Therefore, the node has at least a total of hi+ (n*--n l-n") header flits that are eligible for immediate routing. Hence, in the following cycle, a node can find at least nl÷(n *-n*-n")+n" = n* flits that can be transmitted or misrouted without violating the cut-through switching-integrity constraints. This assures that no buffer overflow will occur. Since the node can always complete its protocol cycles in bounded time, the network is free from deadlock.
• Since the validity of the above proof does not depend on a node's storage capacity, deadlock freedom is established independent of the amount of available buffer space. The simple criterion of having an equal number of input and output channels is suffÉcient to assure deadlock freedom for a coherent, network. In practice, additional buffers are needed in order to inject packets into the network, and to improve the network performance.
Network Progress Assurance The adoption of voluntary misrouting renders communication deadlock a non-issue. However, misrouting also creates the burden of having to demonstrate progress in the form of message-delivery assurance. In particulax, a network can run into a firelock. Consider the sequence of routing scenarios depicted in figure 3 for a bidirectional ring consisting of eight nodes and eight packets. Each of the packets consists of four data flits that span multiple channels and internal buffers. Suppose the nodes employ the following simple, deterministic, packet-to-channel assignment rule: Whenever two incoming packets both request the same outgoing channel, the packet from the clockwise neighbor always wins. Given that, initially, nodes A, C, E, and G each receive two packets destined to nodes that are, respectively, distance two from them in the clockwise direction, after four routing cycles, the packets are all back to where they started! This example illustrates that packets can be forever denied delivery to their destinations even in the absence of communication deadlock.
Channel-access competitions are, however, not the only type of conflict that can lead to live]ock. Consider the situations depicted in figure 4 for the same bidirectional ring network. The traffic patterns are coincidental in such a way that none of the packets will ever have a chance to select its own output channel; rather, at every node, each packet must be forwarded along the only remaining channel, in compliance with the voluntary misrouting discipline, in order to avoid deadlock. It is clear that no matter what assignment strategy one chooses, it is impossible to break this kind of livelock without adding extra buffers per node. In other words, additional measures and resources have to be introduced in order to assure progress, ie, delivery of packets, in the network.
Buffering Discipline and Requirement. In order to assure packet delivery in spite of voluntary misrouting, extra buffers are required to store packets temporarfly. In particular, sufficient buffers must be provided to allow the adaptive control to give any newly arriving packet a chance to escape preemption if so determined by the assignment algorithm. We now demonstrate the existence of such a solution using a bounded number of buffers. We assume the following buffering discipline:
1. Storage is divided into buffers of equal sise; each is capable of holding an entire message packet. assignment algorithm always favors the latest-arriving packet by requiring it to stay and avoid preemption, and has each occupy a distinct buffer. Given the above arrival sequence, at cycle t = L+I, packet Pd-1 will be forwarded through c*, which now becomes idle. As a result, each packet from PI up to Pd will have to be temporarily stored as it arrives. Since each packet must be allocated to a distinct buffer, we must have b >_ d. We now show that having b = d buffers is also sufficient.
Theorem 2 Let M be a coherent network where each node has b packet buffers inside the router operating under the stated assumptions. Then b = d buffers per router is necessary and sufficient to always show st least one packet, chosen arbitrarily by the assignment algorithm at each node, to escape preemption.
Proof. Necessity follows immediately from the preceding discussion. We proceed to establish sufficiency through a counting argument. Observe that a node is required to consider misrouting of packets in the next cycle only when there are new packets arriving at the current cycle. Figure 5 depicts an accounting of all possible cases of buffer allocation at the end of any such routing cycle. Let nl up to n7 denote, respectively, the number of packets or buffers in each case; and no denote the number of newly arrived packets. Then, for inputs, we have no + nl + n3 + n6 + n7 _~ d; for outputs, we have nl+ns+ne+n7 <_ d. To simplify the counting argument, let us assume for the moment that no = 1. Let P* denote the privileged packet chosen by the assignment algorithm to stay behind and avoid misrouting in the following cycle. P* must be either a newly arrived packet or an already buffered packet. If P* is a buffered packet, then either the newly arriving packet finds an idle output channel to directly cut through the node, or else we must have nlJ-nsJ-~,6"~-n7 = d =~. n5 _> no-J-n3, which, in turn, implies that there will always be an available buffer ready to accept it. On the other hand, if P* is a newly arriv-ing packet, then either n4.+n 5 > O, and, hence, there is a buffer ready to accept it, or else we must have rL2+n3+n6+n~ = b = d. This, together with the above inequality on inputs, ==~ n2 _> no+n1 ~ n2 > O. Furthermore, no > 0 ~ nt+ne+n7 < d. In other words, the packet will be able to find at least one buffer with a full idle packet as well as an idle output channel to preempt this idle packet and thus make room for itself. This establishes the validity for single-packet arrivals. Finally, repeated applications of the above argument then establish the validity for multiple packet arrivals, and, therefore, the sufficiency condition.
•
The trick in allowing the escape from misrouting for any arbitrarily chosen packet is to provide at least a critical, minimum number of buffers that is sufficient to assure either that empty buffers still exist, or that all buffers have been occupied, and, hence, that there is some other packet that can be misrouted instead.
The particular number required depends on the adopted buffering structure and discipline; adding more buffers per node will allow the assignment algorithm to operate with more flexibility and perform better. In any case, by having a sufficient number of buffers, competition of profitable channel access is transformed into a competition for the right to stay behind and wait until the winner's profitable channel becomes available, at which time it will be forwarded. Hence, winners chosen by the assignment algorithm will have the chance to follow the actual paths determined by the routing relations. In a sense, assurance of packet delivery has now been reduced to that of picking consistent winners across the network.
Packet-Priority Assignments. An effective scheme for picking consistent winners that is independent of any particular network topology is to resolve the channelaccess conflicts according to a priorit~t assignment. In particular, the process of forwarding a packet towards its destination can be viewed as a sequence of actions performed to reduce the packer's distance from destination, provided that the set ~ = (R~) of routing relations is defined in terms of an underlying metric of the network. In this case, as the result of a channel-access conflict, the winner will be routed along a profitable channel, thus decreasing its distance from the destination. The losers, depending on whether or not they axe m~routed along the remaining unprofitable channels, may or may not increase their distance from destination. Ideally, one would prefer a strict monotonic decrease of dist~mce to destination for each packet routed in the network. As this is impossible under our adaptive model, the a/ternative is to ensure monotonic decrease over a sequence of exchanges involving multiple packets. This can be achieved by giving higher priority to packets with shorter distances from destination then to those with longer distances, as follows:
where P is a packet's priority and D its distance from destination. We now show that this is sufficient to guaxantee livelock freedom.
Theorem $ A packet-to-channel assignment strategy that observes the defined distance priority, together with the set ~ of metric-based routing relations, guarantees livelock freedom in a network. Proof. At the beginning of a routing cycle, let D > 0 be the minimum packet distance from destination. During this cycle, a packet with distance D competes with other packets for channels leading to its destination. If it wins the competition, it will be forwarded along a profitable channel within L cycles. It it loses, it must be to another packet also distance D away from its destination, according to the defined priority. In both cases, the minimum distance is reduced to < D within L cycles. Therefore, D will eventually be reduced to zero, in which case a successful packet delivery occurs and the above argument can be applied again to assure repeated deliveries. This establishes livelock freedom.
Observe that although the distance priority alone sufrices to guarantee global progress in a message network, no corresponding statement can be made concerning each individual packet. This is because it is possible for packets that are far away from their destinations to be repeatedly defeated by newly injected packets that are closer to their respective destinations. A more complex priority scheme that assures delivery of erery packet can be obtained by augmenting the above simple scheme with age information, with higher priorities assigned to older packets:
where A is a packer's age, that is, the number of routing cycles elapsed since the injection of the packet. Empirical simulation results indicate that the simple distanceassignment scheme is sufficient for almost all situations, except under an extremely heavy applied load.
Network-Access Assurance A different kind of progress assurance that requires demonstration under our adaptive formulation is the ability of a node to inject packets eventually. Because of the requirement to maintain strict balance of input and output data rates, a node located in the center of heavy trai~c might he denied access to the network indefinitely. Figure 6 depicts a possible conceptual realization of a message interface. Its operation is similar to the register insertion ring interface described in
Rece~vlng Buffer
~J . [12]. It uses two FIFO buffers that can be connected to the output channel towards the network via a switch.
Cut-Through
Whenever the node has a packet to transmit, it loads the packet into the injection buffer as soon as the buffer becomes empty. When message traffic arrives from the network input channel, it passes through the destination check logic, which redirects any traffic destined to this node to the node memory. Any remaining passing traffic is loaded into the cut-through buffer, which is normally connected to the output channel. Whenever the cut-through buffer becomes empty, the control logic checks to see if there is an output packet waiting for injection. In such case, the switch is toggled so that the output channel is connected to the injection buffer, and the injection proceeds. As the output packet is being forwarded, any passing traffic is loaded into the cut-through buffer. The switch connection is flipped back to the cut-through buffer after injection has been finished, and the process repeats. The main interesting property of the message interface for our current discussion is that it provides the mechanism to capture and accumulate interpacket gaps, which need not be contiguous, as empty spaces inside the cut-through buffers. When enough space has been collected, ie, the entire packet length, hence, an entire empty buffer, another new packet can be injected into the network. With such a mechanism, the question of assuring eventual packet injection is translated into that of assuring arrival of enough interpacket gaps whenever a node has a packet injection outstanding.
Round-Trip Packets. One simple way to assure network access is to have each packet delivered by the network be returned to its original sender upon arrival at its destination. Since each message interface starts with an empty injection buffer, consumption of its own roundtrip packets will always restore its ability to inject the next source-queued packet. More sophisticated versions of such a scheme will use several cut-through buffers, and will demand that packets be returned only if the stock of empty cut-through buffers has been depleted below a predetermined threshold. In this way, the number of round-trip packets can be dramatically reduced when traffic is relatively moderate. Unfortunately, as traffic density increases, the population of round-trip packets also increases, thus further decreasing useful network bandwidth.
Packet-Iujection Control. A different scheme that does not incur this overhead is to have the nodes maintain a bounded synchrony with neighbors on the total number of injections. Nodes that fall behind will, in effect, prohibit others from injecting until they catch up. We shall adopt the convention that a node having no packet to inject has a null packet queued up; ie, during each routing cycle, every node either has a null or real packet ready to inject or else is in the process of injecting a real packet. The null-packet convention is required to prevent quiescent nodes that do not have any packet to inject from blocking injections in the active nodes. Our scheme is to introduce local synchronization among neighboring nodes such that the total number of packets injected by a node after each routing cycle will not differ by more than K, a positive constant, from those of its neighbors. We assume that each node explicitly maintains records of the total number of packet injections made by each of its neighbors, measured relative to that of its own, and that the information required to update these records in each node is exchanged on separate direct links between the message interfaces among neighbors. A node is allowed to inject its queued packet only if its own number of total injections is fewer than K packet injections ahead of its minimum neighbor. Nodes that are anowed to inject will examine their queued packets. Null packets are always injected by convention, whereas real packets are injected only if the injection mechanism described previously finds at least one empty buffer available to absorb the injection transient. We now show that, with eventual delivery of the packets already injected, this injection synchronization protocol establishes cooperation among the nodes to assure the eventual occurrence of empty cut-through buffers in the message interface for nodes that have real packets waiting for injection as permitted by the protocol.
Lemrna 4 A node that has a packet waiting for injection that is permissible under the above injection protocol will eventually inject.
Proof.
Observe that, by convention, if the pending packet is null, the node is able to inject immediately, so that the ]emma is true vacuously. We now proceed to establish its validity for real packets. Suppose, to the contrary, that a particular node, n E N, is blocked from injection indefinitely because the injection mechanism cannot accumulate sufficient empty buffer space to absorb the injection transient. Our injection protocol then dictates that its neighbors also will be blocked indefinitely from injecting. These, in turn, indefinitely block their neighbors, and so on. Given a finite network, all nodes are eventually blocked from any further injection, and eventually no new packet can enter the network. Given the eventual delivery guarantee for packets already injected, ultimately the network will be void of packets; at that point, the input channel to the interface of n will become idle, thus enabling it to resume the accumulation of empty spaces inside the cut-through buffer. Eventually, it ~¢ill have collected enough spaces to enable the injection of its queued packet into the network. This contradicts the original indefinite blocking assumption of n, and thereby establishes the validity of the lemma.
We are now ready to show that by following the above injection protocol every individual node will eventually be permitted to inject, and, hence, according to the above lemma, all will eventually inject. Specifically, let M be a network, and let Ti denote the total number of packet injections from node r~ E JV since initialization. We now prove that T~ is strictly increasing over time.
Theorem 5 Given the injection protocol and a finite network that is livelock free, the total number of packet injections for each node strictly increases over time.
Proof. During a routing cycle, let t = min,~,ejv denote the minimum among numbers of packet injections since initialization, taken over all the nodes of the network, and let S --(n~ ~ NIX = t} denote the set of nodes that have recorded the minimum number of packet injections since initialization. Since K > 0, according to our protocol, every node n E S is permitted to inject. Lemma 4 then guarantees eventual injections from all of the nodes in B; hence, t, the minimum number of packet injections per node, is guaranteed to eventually increase over time. This, in turn, guarantees that T~ strictly increases over time, Vn/E N.
• Hence, we are assured of eventual packet injection for each individual node of the network. In other words, the above theorem establishes fairness in network access among all the nodes.
Performance Comparisons An extensive set of simulations was conducted to obtain information concerning the potential gain in performance by switching from the oblivious wormhole to the adaptive cut-through technique. We now summarize very briefly the typical kind of behaviors observed in these simulations. A much more detailed discussion can be found in [5] . Among the various statistics collected, the two most important performance metrics in communication networks are network throughput and message latency. Figure 7 plots the sustained normalized network throughput versus the normalized applied load of the oblivious and adaptive schemes for a 16 × 16 2D-mesh network under random traffic. The normalization is performed with respect to the network bisection bandwidth limit. Starting at a very low applied load, the throughput curves of both schemes rise along a unit slope line. The oblivious wormhole curve levels off at 45 -50~ of normalized throughput but remains stable even under an increasingly heavy applied load. In contrast, the adaptive cut-through curve keeps rising along the unit slope line until it is out of the range of collected data. It should be pointed out, however, that the increase in throughput obtained is also partly due to the extra silicon area invested in buffer storage, which makes adaptive choices available. Figure 8 plots the message latency versus normalized throughput for the same 2D-mesh network for a typical message length of 32 flits. The curves shown are typical of latency curves obtained in virtual cut-through switching [6] . Both curves start with latency values close to the ideal at very low throughput, and remain relatively fiat until they hit their respective transition points, after which both rise rapidly. The transition points are ~ 40~ and 70%, respectively, for the oblivi-ous and adaptive schemes. In essence, adaptive routing control increases the quantity of routing service, ie, network throughput, without sacrificing the quality of the provided service, ie, message latency, at the expense of requiring more silicon area.
Summary
Several issues related to adaptive cut-through routing have been addressed in the course of this research, and we did not encounter any insurmountable problem. Rather, the simplicity of these resolution mechanisms gives us hope that the adaptive scheme can be made to improve on the already highly evolved oblivious routing scheme. The discussion in this paper has focused on issues concerning the feasibility of the proposed adaptive routing framework. Within this framework, we also have studied and found promising approaches to fault-tolerant routing. Clearly, more work remains to be done. Perhaps the most challenging of all is to realize on silicon the set of ideas outlined in this study.
